
1SYMPLECTIC MODELS OF n�PARTICLE SYSTEMSK. Grudzinski� and B.G.Wybourne��Instytut Fizyki, Uniwersytet Miko laja Kopernikaul. Grudzi�adzka 5/787-100 Toru�nPolandThe universe is in�nite in all directions, not only aboveus in the large but also below us in the small| Emil Wiechert (1896)AbstractThe dynamical group Sp(6n;R) is used to give a description of the states for n�noninteractingparticles con�ned by an isotropic three-dimensional harmonic oscillator potential. The subgroupstructure of the dynamical group is used to determine the relevant spins and unitary grouprepresentations of the n�particle states. This is a necessary precursor to developing model Ha-miltonians for describing systems such as quantum dots and nuclei in terms of polynomials inthe dynamical group generators.1. IntroductionThe isotropic three-dimensional harmonic oscillator (henceforth we will abbreviate to just HO)for a single particle is one of the few problems whose Schrodinger equation is completely solvable. Thecomplete set of states span a single irreducible representation of the metaplectic group Mp(6) which isthe covering group of the symplectic group Sp(6; R)[1-8]. Upon the restriction Mp(6) ! Sp(6; R) thesingle irreducible representation of Mp(6) decomposes into a pair of irreducible representations which wedesignate as hs; (0)i and hs; (1)i [3]. The irreducible representation hs; (0)i is spanned by the complete setof even parity states and hs; (1)i by the odd parity states. Throughout this paper we shall often just writeSp(N ) rather than Sp(N;R) with the understanding that we will always be referring to the non-compactsymplectic group de�ned on reals and not the compact symplectic group.For n�noninteracting particles the dynamical group is Mp(6n)[7,8] and again the complete set ofstates span a single irreducible representation of Mp(6n). Upon the restriction Mp(6n) ! Sp(6n;R) thesingle irreducible representation of Mp(6n) decomposes into a pair of irreducible representations whichagain we designate as hs; (0)i and hs; (1)i with the even parity states spanning the hs; (0)i irreduciblerepresentation and hs; (1)i by the odd parity states.The group Mp(6n) has a very rich subgroup structure[4,5,7,8] which we will �rst outline and thendirect our attention to the relevant group-subgroup decompositions leading to a detailed classi�cationof the states and the identi�cation of their spin and unitary U(3) structure. This should then make itpossible to start to develop model Hamiltonians in terms of polynomials in the relevant group generatorsfor n�interacting particles in applications associated with quantum dots and symplectic models of nuclei.2. The substructure of the dynamical group Mp(6n)Let us start by considering the slightly more general case of n�noninteracting particles in ad�dimensional harmonic oscillator potential. The dynamical group may be formally constructed from thecoordinate and momentum operators of the individual particles under the usual Heisenberg commutationrelations. Bilinear combinations of these operators are constructed to close under commutation and theassociated Lie algebra identi�ed. It is readily found that indeed they close upon the algebra associatedwith the metaplectic group Mp(2nd) which is the covering group of the non-compact symplectic groupSp(2nd;R). The metaplectic group Mp(2nd) has a very rich subgroup structure[8] as shown in Fig.1.These subgroup structures can be determined by contracting on particle or spatial indices. The diversity ofthe subgroup structures reect di�erent ways of separating the spatial and particle number dependencies.Thus the subgroup O(d) describes the angular momentum states of the system while the subgroup O(n)gives information on the permutational symmetries of the states via the symmetric group S(n) which isa subgroup of O(n).



2 Pozna�n Lectures 17-20 October, 1995 Mp(2Nd)Sp(2Nd;R)Sp(2) � O(Nd) Sp(2N) � O(d) Sp(2d) � O(N) U(Nd)Sp(2) � O(N) � O(d) U(1) � O(Nd) U(N) � O(d) U(d) � O(N) U(N) � U(d)
U(1) � O(N) � O(d)Fig. 1: Group-subgroup structures appropriate to quantum dots.3. Labelling Sp(2N;R) irreducible representationsThe labelling of the irreducible representations of compact Lie groups in terms of partition labelsis well established[9]. Here we shall limit ourselves to discussion of the so-called positive discrete unitaryirreducible representations of the group Sp(2n;R) and its double covering group, Mp(2n), drawing he-avily upon references [2] and [3]. These irreducible representations are all in�nite dimensional and arecharacterised by a lowest weight with respect to the ordering of weights of the maximal compact sub-group U (n). There exists a harmonic representation, ~�, associated with the Heisenberg algebra. This isa true, unitary, in�nite dimensional irreducible representation of the double covering group Mp(2n) ofSp(2n;R), the so-called metaplectic group. This representation is reducible into the sum of two irreduci-ble representations ~�+ and ~�� whose leading weights are (12 12 : : : 12) and (32 12 : : : 12) corresponding to thehighest weights of the representations " 12 f0g and " 12 f1g which appear in the restriction of Sp(2n;R) to



3its maximal compact subgroup U (n).The tensor powers ~�k all decompose into a direct sum of unitary irreducible representationsof Mp(2n). All those irreducible representations which derive from ~�k for some k will be referred to asharmonic series representaions. All those irreducible representations that appear in ~�k will be labelled bythe symbols hk2 (�)i. The harmonic series representations appearing in ~�k are in one-to-one correspondencewith the terms arising in the branching rule appropriate to the restriction from Mp(2nk) to Sp(2n;R)�O(k) ~� !X� hk2 (�)i � [�] (1)where the summation is carried out over all partitions (�) = (�1; �2; : : :) for which the conjugate partition(~�) = (~�1; ~�2; : : :) satis�es the constraints ~�1 + ~�2 � k (2a)and ~�1 � n (2b)Irreducible representations of Sp(2n;R) h12k(�)i satisfying Eq.(2) will be said to be standard and we maylimit our attention to these irreducible representations of Sp(2n;R).The value of k2 maybe an integer (k even) or a half-odd-integer (k odd). In terms of inputtingand outputting Sp(2n;R) labelled irreducible representations into SCHUR it is useful to introduce theequivalent notation hs�; (�)i � hk2 (�)i (3)where k2 = s + � (4)with � being the integer part of k2 and the residue part is s = 0 or 12 . Thus we have the typical notationalequivalences hs1; (�)i � h32(�)i; k = 3 h1; (�)i � h1(�)i k = 2SCHUR accepts irreducible representation labels in the form of lists of hs�;�i and standardises the in-put in accordance with the constraints of Eq.(2) making null all non-standard Sp(2n;R) irreduciblerepresentations.4. Lowest energy states for non-interacting particles in a HOIn the case of n non-interacting spin 12 particles in a three-dimensional isotropic HO potentialthe energy of a given state is simply the sum of the one-particle energies (cf. Fig. 2) and hence the lowestenergy state associated with a given Sp(6; R) multiplet [�(�)i is, relative to the groundstate energy,w��h! (5)where ! is the oscillator angular frequency and w� is the weight of the partition (�). Representations ofSp(6; R) having di�erent partitions but of the same weight will have the same zero-order energy as givenin Eq. (5).
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s f0gp f1gs,d f2gp,f f3gs,d,g f4gp,f ,h f5gU (3)

Fig. 2: The states of a single particle in a harmonic oscillator potential.The states of n�particles may be associated with occupations of particles in various of the singleparticle U(3) multiplets subject to the Pauli exclusion principle. It is convenient to speak of n�particlecon�gurations of the form f0gm0f1gm1f2gm2 : : : (6)where the exponents are the occupation numbers for the various U(3) single particle irreducible repre-sentations. The U(3) states of weight w for n�particles may be determined as follows1. Partition the integer w into n parts allowing zero parts if necessary.2. Even weight partitions involve even parity states otherwise odd parity states.3. Replace each part ,i, by fig which then labels the U(3) irrep for a single particle in the i�thharmonic oscillator orbital. A given orbital i can accommodate up to di = (i + 1)(i + 2) partic-les with spin 12 and hence partitions having parts, i, with a multiplicity exceeding di must bediscarded.4. For a given partition containing k distinct non-repeating parts form the SU(2)�U (3) Kroneckerproduct f12g � fi1g:f12g � fi2g � � � :f12g � fikg (7)to give a series of SU(2)S � U(3) multiplets.5. If the parts i are repeated with a multiplicity m then evaluate the plethysm(f12gfig)
 f1mg = mXa=[m+12 ] (2a�m+1)(fig 
 f2m�a12a�mg) (8)where the spin multiplicity (2S + 1) = (2a�m+ 1) has been written as a superscript.For n = 3 we have for weight 4 the four partitions4 + 0 + 0; 3 + 1 + 0; 2 + 2 + 0; 2 + 1 + 1 (9)Applying the above algorithm we �nd for the �rst partition a U(3) multiplet f4gwith S = 12 correspondingto two particles in the f0g orbital and one in the f4g orbital.. The second partition gives two U(3)multiplets, f4g+f31g with spins S = 12 and S = 32 . These are associated with the states arising from theU(3) con�guration f0g1f1g1f3g1 The third partition yields the U(3) multiplet f31g with S = 32 and the



5U(3) multiplets f4g + f31g + f22g with spin S = 12 , corresponding to the con�guration f0g1f2g2. Thefourth partition yields the two U(3) multiplets f31g+f22g with spin S = 32 and the three U(3) multipletsf4g + 2f31g + f22g + f212g with spin S = 12 , corresponding to the con�guration f1g2f2g1. Thus forspin S = 32 we obtain the U(3) multiplets f4g + 3f31g+ f212g and for spin S = 12 the U(3) multiplets4f4g+ 4f31g+ 2f22g+ f212g.5. The Lowest U(3) MultipletsFilling the �rst k shells with particles will involve a total ofNk = k(k + 1)(k + 2)3 (10)particles. If n�Nk particles are in the lowest un�lled shell then the weights w� of admissible partitionslabelling irreducible representations of U(3) will be given byw� = k �n � (k + 1)(k + 2)(k + 3)12 � (11)Thus for 12 particles we would have w� = 14.If the �rst k shells are fully occupied then the resultant state has spin S = 0 and belongs to theU(3) irrep fp; p; pg where p = �(k � 1)k(k + 1)(k + 2)2 � (12)6. Lowest Energy Even Parity 12-particle StatesIt is desirable to consider a reasonably large number of particles to bring out the main featuresof the n�particle problem. To be speci�c I shall consider the case of 12�particles and initially just theeven parity states. The lowest states will occur with the �rst two shells fully occupied and the remaining4 particles occupying the third shell. We could, in terms of U (3) multiplets, designate the con�gurationas f0g2f1g6f2g4 (13)The spin and unitary U (3) multiplets can be determined by �rst evaluating the plethysmf1gf2g 
 f14g (14)for the direct product group SU(2)� U(3). This leads to a set of spin S = 2 states arising from the U(3)plethysm f2g 
 f14g, a set of S = 1 states from the U(3) plethysm f2g
 f212g and a set of S = 0 statesfrom the U (3) plethysm f2g 
 f22g. The �rst two �lled shells result in a single S = 0 state transformingunder U(3) as the f23g and to obtain the �nal list of U(3) irreducible representations we must add thepartition f23g to those associated with each of the above plethysms to �nally yield the spin S and U(3)multiplets given in Table 6.1.S = 2 f653gS = 1 f832g + f752g + f743g + f653g + f524gS = 0 f842g + f743g + f622g + f642gTable 6.1 Spin and U(3) multiplets for the f0g2f1g6f2g4 con�guration.7. Second to Lowest Energy Even Parity 12-particle StatesThe second to lowest energy even parity 12-particle states all involve U(3) multiplets labelled bypartitions of weight 16. Five con�gurations arise:-1. f0g2f1g5f2g4f3g12. f0g1f1g6f2g53. f0g2f1g4f2g64. f0g2f1g6f2g3f4g15. f0g2f1g6f2g2f3g2



6 Pozna�n Lectures 17-20 October, 1995Proceeding as before we can systematically determine the various possible spins S and theirassociated U(3) multiplets to give:-S = 1; 22; 3 f952g + f943g + f862g + 3f853g + f842g+ 2f763g + 3f754g + 2f624g + 2f652gS = 0; 12; 2 f11 32g + f10 51g + 3f10 42g + 3f10 32g + f961g+ 6f952g + 7f943g + f871g + 6f862g + 12f853g+ 5f842g + 3f722g + 9f763g + 10f754g + 4f624g+ 4f652gS = 0; 1 f11 41g + f11 32g + f10 51g + 4f10 42g + 2f10 32g+ 2f961g + 5f952g + 7f943g + f871g + 6f862g+ 8f853g + 6f842g + 2f722g + 7f763g + 6f754g+ 4f624g + f652gTable 7.1 Spin and U(3) multiplets for the f0g2f1g5f2g4f3g1 con�guration.S = 2; 3 f624gS = 1; 2 f853g + f763g + f754g + f652gS = 0; 1 f943g + f862g + f853g + f842g + f763g+ f754g + f624gTable 7.2 Spin and U(3) multiplets for the f0g1f1g6f2g5 con�guration.S = 2; 3; 4 f652gS = 3 f624gS = 1; 2; 3 f853g + f763g + 2f754g + f624g + f652gS = 2 f862g + f853g + f842g + 2f763g + 2f754g+ 2f624g + f652gS = 0; 1; 2 f952g + f943g + 2f862g + 3f853g + 2f842g+ f722g + 3f763g + 3f754g + 2f624g + f652gS = 1 f961g + 2f952g + 2f943g + f871g + 3f862g+ 5f853g + 2f842g + 2f722g + 5f763g + 5f754g+ 2f624g + 2f652gS = 1 f10 32g + f952g + f943g + f871g + f862g+ 3f853g + f722g + 2f763g + 2f754g + f652gS = 0 f10 42g + f961g + f952g + 2f943g + f82g+ f871g + 4f862g + 3f853g + 3f842g + 3f763g+ 2f754g + 3f624gTable 7.3 Spin and U(3) multiplets for the f0g2f1g4f2g6 con�guration.S = 1; 2 f10 32g + f952g + f943g + 2f853g+ f763g + f754g + f652gS = 0; 1 f11 32g + 2f10 42g + f10 32g + 2f952g+ 3f943g + 2f862g + 3f853g + 2f842g+ f722g + 2f763g + 2f754g + f624gTable 7.4 Spin and U(3) multiplets for the f0g2f1g6f2g3f4g con�guration.



7
S = 0; 1; 2 f10 42g + f10 32g + f952g + 2f943g+ 2f862g + 3f853g + f842g + 2f763g+ 2f754g + f624g + f652gS = 0 f12 22g + f11 32g + 3f10 42g + 2f952g+ 2f943g + 3f862g + 2f853g + 3f842g+ 2f763g + 2f754g + 2f624gS = 1 2f11 32g + 2f10 42g + 2f10 32g + 5f952g+ 4f943g + 2f862g + 6f853g + 2f842g+ 3f722g + 4f763g + 5f754g + f624g+ 2f652g

Table 7.5 Spin and U(3) multiplets for the f0g2f1g6f2g2f3g2 con�guration.In practice there is no di�culty in obtaining the corresponding odd parity 12-particle states.Of course the total number of possible states is in�nite and to encompass these we must return to thenon-compact groups.8. In�nite Sets of Even Parity 12-particle StatesThe complete set of even parity 12-particle states span the in�nite dimensional irreducible repre-sentation hs; (0)i of the non-compact group Sp(72; R). To obtain a description of the states we need tostudy the decomposition of the irreducible representation hs; (0)i as we move through a series of subgroupsas portrayed in Fig.1. Any such decomposition involves an in�nite set of subgroup irreducible represen-tations and hence to consider manageable problems we need to introduce a cuto�. For simplicity let usconsider the restriction Sp(72; R) ! Sp(6; R)�O(12) and furthermore limit our attention to irreduciblerepresentations whose labelling partitions (�) are of weight w� � 16. We readily �nd the decompositionas given in Table 8.1.



8 Pozna�n Lectures 17-20 October, 1995hs; (0)i h6; (16 )i[16 ] + h6; (15 1)i[15 1] + h6; (14 2)i[14 2]+ h6; (14 12)i[14 12] + h6; (14 )i[14 ] + h6; (13 3)i[13 3]+ h6; (13 21)i[13 21] + h6; (13 1)i[13 1] + h6; (12 4)i[12 4]+ h6; (12 31)i[12 31] + h6; (12 22)i[12 22] + h6; (12 2)i[12 2]+ h6; (12 12)i[12 12] + h6; (12 )i[12 ] + h6; (11 5)i[11 5]+ h6; (11 41)i[11 41] + h6; (11 32)i[11 32] + h6; (11 3)i[11 3]+ h6; (11 21)i[11 21] + h6; (11 1)i[11 1] + h6; (10 6)i[10 6]+ h6; (10 51)i[10 51] + h6; (10 42)i[10 42] + h6; (10 4)i[10 4]+ h6; (10 32)i[10 32] + h6; (10 31)i[10 31] + h6; (10 22)i[10 22]+ h6; (10 2)i[10 2] + h6; (10 12)i[10 12] + h6; (10 )i[10 ]+ h6; (97)i[97] + h6; (961)i[961] + h6; (952)i[952]+ h6; (95)i[95] + h6; (943)i[943] + h6; (941)i[941]+ h6; (932)i[932] + h6; (93)i[93] + h6; (921)i[921]+ h6; (91)i[91] + h6; (82)i[82] + h6; (871)i[871]+ h6; (862)i[862] + h6; (86)i[86] + h6; (853)i[853]+ h6; (851)i[851] + h6; (842)i[842] + h6; (842)i[842]+ h6; (84)i[84] + h6; (832)i[832] + h6; (831)i[831]+ h6; (822)i[822] + h6; (82)i[82] + h6; (812)i[812]+ h6; (8)i[8] + h6; (722)i[722] + h6; (72)i[72]+ h6; (763)i[763] + h6; (761)i[761] + h6; (754)i[754]+ h6; (752)i[752] + h6; (75)i[75] + h6; (743)i[743]+ h6; (741)i[741] + h6; (732)i[732] + h6; (73)i[73]+ h6; (721)i[721] + h6; (71)i[71] + h6; (624)i[624]+ h6; (622)i[622] + h6; (62)i[62] + h6; (652)i[652]+ h6; (653)i[653] + h6; (651)i[651] + h6; (642)i[642]+ h6; (642)i[642] + h6; (64)i[64] + h6; (632)i[632]+ h6; (631)i[631] + h6; (622)i[622] + h6; (62)i[62]+ h6; (612)i[612] + h6; (6)i[6] + h6; (524)i[524]+ h6; (522)i[522] + h6; (52)i[52] + h6; (543)i[543]+ h6; (541)i[541] + h6; (532)i[532] + h6; (53)i[53]+ h6; (521)i[521] + h6; (51)i[51] + h6; (43)i[43]+ h6; (422)i[422] + h6; (42)i[42] + h6; (432)i[432]+ h6; (431)i[431] + h6; (422)i[422] + h6; (42)i[42]+ h6; (412)i[412] + h6; (4)i[4] + h6; (322)i[322]+ h6; (32)i[32] + h6; (321)i[321] + h6; (31)i[31]+ h6; (23)i[23] + h6; (22)i[22] + h6; (212)i[212]+ h6; (2)i[2] + h6; (12)i[12] + h6; (0)i[0]Table 8.1 Decomposition of the irreducible representation hs; (0)i of Sp(72; R) under the restrictionSp(72; R) ! Sp(6; R)� O(12) (to weight 16).This is already a considerable list of irreducible representations. The list can be substantiallyreduced by noting that no partition (�) of weight w� � 13 can yield a Pauli allowed spin state and henceall those members of the list may be removed. Under the restriction Sp(6; R) ! U(3) for an irreduciblerepresentation h6; (�)i the lowest weight U(3) irreducible representation is necessarily f�g and as seenfrom Sec. 4 partitions into fewer than three parts cannot lead to a Pauli allowed spin state and hence allirreducible representations associated with partitions into fewer than three parts may also be discardedleaving us with the much shorter list shown in Table 8.2.



9hs; (0)i h6; (14 12)i[14 12] + h6; (13 21)i[13 21] + h6; (12 31)i[12 31]+ h6; (12 22)i[12 22] + h6; (12 12)i[12 12] + h6; (11 41)i[11 41]+ h6; (11 32)i[11 32] + h6; (11 21)i[11 21] + h6; (10 51)i[10 51]+ h6; (10 42)i[10 42] + h6; (10 32)i[10 32] + h6; (10 31)i[10 31]+ h6; (10 22)i[10 22] + h6; (961)i[961] + h6; (952)i[952]+ h6; (943)i[943] + h6; (941)i[941] + h6; (932)i[932]+ h6; (871)i[871] + h6; (862)i[862] + h6; (853)i[853]+ h6; (851)i[851] + h6; (842)i[842] + h6; (842)i[842]+ h6; (832)i[832] + h6; (722)i[722] + h6; (763)i[763]+ h6; (761)i[761] + h6; (754)i[754] + h6; (752)i[752]+ h6; (743)i[743] + h6; (624)i[624] + h6; (622)i[622]+ h6; (652)i[652] + h6; (653)i[653] + h6; (642)i[642]+ h6; (524)i[524]Table 8.2 As for Table 8.1 but with terms of weight < 14 and length < 3 removed.The O(12) irreducible representations are all �nite dimensional whereas those of Sp(6; R) areall of in�nite dimension. The reductions Sp(6; R) ! U (3) and O(12) ! S(12) tell us the U(3) and spincontents respectively.9. Spin Content of the 12-particle StatesThe spin content of the states associated with a given irreducible representation [�] of O(n) isdetermined by its decomposition under O(n) ! S(n) and seeking out those irreducible representations ofS(n) that are of the form f2r 1sg where 2r+s = n and the associated spin is S = s2 . These decompositionsmay be determined systematically[7,8,10,11]. Typically we obtain the spin states shown in Table 9.1 forseveral O(12) irreducible representations.S = 0 1 2 3 4[52 4] 1[642] 1[653] 1 1[62 2] 1[743] 1 1[752] 1[832] 1[842] 1[652] 7 19 14 4 1[62 4] 16 22 14 5[754] 26 49 26 5[763] 27 46 22 3[72 2] 7 15 4[842] 20 26 11 1[853] 33 59 28 4[862] 24 31 13 1[871] 3 5 1[943] 23 35 13 1[952] 17 30 11 1[961] 4 5 1[10 32] 7 13 5[10 42] 13 15 4[10 51] 2 3 1[11 41] 4 6 1[12 22] 1



10 Pozna�n Lectures 17-20 October, 1995Table 9.1 Spin contents of some relevant O(12 irreducible representations.Note that in going from partitions of weight 14 to 16 the number of possible spin states rapidlyincreasing in a manner not unlike the Wigner type distribution that arises in the plotting of the distri-bution of the spacings of consecutive eigenvalues of large random matrices. A similar e�ect has beenobserved in other group-subgroup decompositions and merits more study[12-14].An important, and as yet incompletely solved,problem is to be able to predict those irreduciblerepresentations of O(n) that cannot yield irreducible representations of S(n) of the form f2r1sg withoutrequiring an explicit decomposition. A further problem is to develop a method that will directly yieldthe multiplicity of a given irreducible representation of the form f2r1sg without requiring a completedecomposition under O(n) ! S(n). A key to the evaluation of such decompositions is the evaluation ofso-called reduced plethysms[10,11] of the form h1i 
 f�g. Hints at a solution come from the observationthat if (�) is a one part partition, say (k), then increasing k in steps of unity results for a certain value of kthe multiplicity coe�cient of say h�1; �2; : : :i and h�1 +1; �2; : : :i being equal. Thereafter the multiplicitycoe�cients of h�1 + x; �2; : : :i are independent of x and are said to be stabilised. The coe�cients up tothe stabilisation point often form identi�able integer sequences[15]. Scharf and Thibon [16] have usedsuch considerations to recently derive a generating function for the multiplicity coe�cients that arise inh1i 
 f�g.10. U(3) Content of the 12-particle StatesThe U(3) content of the 12-particle states comes from the decomposition of the irreducible repre-sentations of Sp(6; R) under the group reduction Sp(6; R) ! U (3) [2,3]. Some relevant decompositionsare given below for U(3) irreducible representations, truncated at weight 18 are given in Table 10.1.



11h6; (52 4)i f954g + f852g + f724g + f765g + f754g+ f652g + f524gh6; (642)i f10 42g + f954g + 2f864g + f842g + f765g+ f754g + f63g + f624g + f642gh6; (653)i f10 53g + f963g + f954g + f873g + 2f864g+ 2f852g + f853g + f724g + 2f765g + f763g+ f754g + f624g + f652g + f653gh6; (62 2)i f10 62g + f963g + f822g + f873g + 2f864g+ f862g + f765g + f763g + f63g + f624g+ f622gh6; (743)i f11 43g + f10 53g + f10 42g + 2f963g + 2f954g+ f943g + f873g + 2f864g + f852g + f853g+ f842g + f724g + f765g + f763g + f754g+ f743gh6; (752)i f11 52g + f10 62g + f10 53g + 2f972g + 2f963g+ 2f954g + f952g + 2f873g + 2f864g + f862g+ f852g + f853g + 2f724g + f722g + f765g+ f763g + f754g + f752gh6; (832)i f12 32g + f11 43g + 2f10 53g + f10 32g + f963g+ f954g + f943g + f873g + f852g + f853g+ f832gh6; (842)i f12 42g + f11 52g + f11 43g + 2f10 62g + 2f10 53g+ 2f10 42g + f10 42g + f972g + 2f963g + 2f954g+ f952g + f943g + f822g + f873g + 2f864g+ f862g + f853g + f842g + f842gh6; (652)i f852g + f765g + f652gh6; (62 4)i f864g + f765g + f63g + f624gh6; (754)i f954g + f864g + f852g + f724g + f765g+ f754gh6; (763)i f963g + f873g + f864g + f724g + f765g+ f763gh6; (72 2)i f972g + f873g + f724g + f722gh6; (842)i f10 42g + f954g + f864g + f842gTable 10.1 Some Sp(6; R) ! U(3) decompositions (to weight 18).11. Orbital Angular Momentum of 12-particle StatesThe orbital angular momentum L of the 12-particle states follows from the decomposition of theU(3) irreducible representations under the restriction U(3) ! SO(3). Considerable simpli�cation arises byrecognising that the irreducible representations of U(3) are irreducible under the restriction U(3) ! SU(3)and for SU(3) the three part labelling partitions are equivalent to irreducible representations involvingpartitions into fewer than three parts, indeedf�1; �2; �3g � f�1 � �3; �2 � �3; 0g (15)Thus the decomposition of the irreducible representation f52 4g of U(3) is the same as that of theSU(3) irreducible representation f1g. Likewise the decompositions of the U(3) irreducible representationsf652g and f52 4g are identical with respect to reduction to the subgroup SO(3). Likewise irreduciblerepresentations of SU(3) that are contragredient to one another i.e.,f�1; �2; �3g and f�1 � �3; �1 � �2; 0g (16)have equivalent decompositions with respect to reduction to the subgroup SO(3). Some relevant SU(3) !SO(3) decompositions are given in Table 11.1.



12 Pozna�n Lectures 17-20 October, 1995L = 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9f0g 1f1g 1f2g 1 1f21g 1 1f3g 1 1f31g 1 1 1f4g 1 1 1f41g 1 1 1 1f42g 1 2 1 1f5g 1 1 1f51g 1 1 1 1 1f52g 1 1 2 1 1f6g 1 1 1 1f61g 1 1 1 1 1 1f62g 1 2 1 2 1 1f63g 1 1 2 2 1 1f7g 1 1 1 1f71g 1 1 1 1 1 1 1f72g 1 1 2 1 2 1 1f73g 1 1 2 2 2 1 1f8g 1 1 1 1 1f81g 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1f82g 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 1f83g 1 1 2 2 2 2 1 1f84g 1 2 1 3 2 2 1 1f93g 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 1 1Table 11.1 Some relevant SU(3) ! SO(3) decompositions.12. Labelling of the Even Parity 12-particle StatesIn the preceding I have outlined how one can systematically label the even parity 12-particlestates using the group chainSp(72; R) � Sp(6; R)�O(12) � U(3)� S(12) � SO(3) � S(12) (17)The last segment of the chain, SO(3) � S(12), yields the traditional orbital, L, and spin, S, quantumnumbers. Speci�c 12-particle even parity states can be systematically designated by the sequence ofirreducible representations associated with the sequence of groups Sp(72; R) Sp(6; R) U(3) S(12)S SO(3)Lleading to the notation jhs; (0)i; h6; (�)i�f�g�SL 2S+1Li (18)where �; �S ; L stand for any other numbers required to distinguish the various reduction multiplicities.Usually we will suppress the irreducible representation of Sp(72; R). Using the customary spectroscopicnotation for the orbital angular momentum L and the spin multiplicity 2S + 1 as a superscript we maydesignate the lowest energy even parity 12-particle states of the con�guration f0g2f1g6f2g4 as shown inTable 12.1.jh6; (52 4)if52 4g 3P i jh6; (642)if642g 1SDi jh6; (653)if653g 5;3PDF ijh6; (62 2)if62 2g 1SDGi jh6; (743)if743g 3;1PDFGi jh6; (752)if752g 3PDF2GHijh6; (832)if832g 3PFHi jh6; (842)if842gi 1SD2FG2HIiTable 12.1 States of the 12-particle con�guration f0g2f1g6f2g4.



13The entries in Table 12.1 may be compared with those given in Table 6.1. Each of the entries inTable 12.1 represent the lowest energy terms of an in�nite tower of states with each oor of the towerincreasing in energy by 2�h!. Each oor of the tower involves several U(3) multiplets all labelled bypartitions of the same weight. Thus in our example the �rst oor involves U(3) multiplets of weight 14,those of the second oor weight 16 and so on. Thus all the U(3) multiplets appearing in Table 6.1 occuron the ground oor of the tower while those in Tables 7.1 to 7.5 occur on the second oor etc. Eachoor can involve various values of S and L. All the states associated with a given Sp(6; R) irreduciblerepresentation h6; (�)i start from the oor involving partitions of weight w� and contribute just the U(3)multiplet f�g to that oor. Going to the next oor can result in the Sp(6; R) irreducible representationcontributing several di�erent U(3) irreducible representations as can be seen from Table 10.1. These U(3)multiplets will all involve the same spin structure but may involve di�ering orbital angular momenta asmay be seen in the examples shown in Table 12.2.jh6; (52 4)i f52 4g 3P i jh6; (642)i f642g 1SDi jh6; (653)i f653g 5;3PDF if652g 3P i f62 4g 1SDi f652g 5;3P if754g 3PDF i f754g 1PDF i f62 4g 5;3SDif842g 1PDF i f763g 5;3PDFGif853g 5;3PDF2GHiTable 12.2 Examples of some weight 14 and 16 states.The odd parity states appear on oors interspacing those of the even parity states. Again suc-cessive odd parity oors involve an increase in energy of 2�h!. As we ascend the in�nite tower we �ndthey become increasingly densely packed with U(3) multiplets associated with various spins. Each U(3)multiplet f�g appearing on the �rst oor is the �rst member of an in�nite column of U(3) multipletsarising from the Sp(6; R) ! U(3) reduction of the Sp(6; R) irreducible representation h6; (�)i. Thesecolumns penetrate each of the successive oors of the same parity. Thus on each oor there will be U(3)multiplets originating from irreducible representations of Sp(6; R) that started from lower oors, otherU(3) multiplets will be associated with Sp(6; R) irreps that start from that oor (See Fig. 3). Not surpri-singly we have in�nite sets of in�nite dimensional irreducible representations h6; (�)i each starting fromthe oor whose zero-order energy is w��h!.
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18�h! f765gf724gf852gf954g f63gf765gf864g2f954gf1042g f852gf765g f765g16�h! f652gf754g f642gf754gf842g f652g14�h! f524g f642g< 6; (524) > < 6; (642) > < 6; (652) > < 6; (765) >Fig. 3: Some of the in�nite Sp(6; R) multiplets for 12 particles showing the U(3) multiplets for the lowestthree zero-order energy levels.13. An ExampleThe self-consistency of the picture just outlined can be seen in the following example. We notefrom Tables 7.1 to 7.5 that the second oor contains the U(3) irreducible representation f853g. simplycounting the entries in those tables shows that this U(3) irreducible representation occurs with the spinsaccording to Table 13.1S = 0 1 2 335 63 29 4Table 13.1 The number of times the U(3) irreducible representation f853g occurs for the four allowedspin values.At �rst sight it is tempting to associate all the above entries with the decomposition of the O(12)irreducible representation into those of S(12) and thence with the irreducible representation h6; (853)iof Sp(6; R). However, inspection of Table 9.1 shows that the spin content of the [853] irreducible repre-sentation of O(12) produces slightly fewer entries than in Table 14.1. Where have the extra irreduciblerepresentations f853g of U (3) come from? The answer is clear if we inspect the entries in Table 10.1 and seethat the weight 14 Sp(6; R) irreducible representation can produce weight 16 irreducible representations



15of U(3). Thus the Sp(6; R) irreducible representationsh6; (653)i; h6; (743)i; h6; (752)i; h6; (832)i; h6; (842)i (19)Inspection of Table 9.1 show that these give precisely the right number of spin multiplicities which whenadded to those coming from the h6; (853)i� [853] irreducible representation of Sp(6; R)�O(12) reproducethe entries in Table 14.1 which demonstrates the full self-consistency of the non-compact group approach.14. The Next StepsIn the preceding pages I have outlined how one can consistently establish a non-compact groupdescription of the states of n�non-interacting fermions in an isotropic three-dimensional HO. This part ofthe theory now appears to be fairly complete. The major remaining computational problem is associatedwith the rapid determination of the O(n) ! S(n) decompositions. Signi�cant progress has been made onthis problem and further substantive progress can be expected.The next step is to investigate model Hamiltonians constructed from polynomials in the groupgenerators[]. A trivial example would be the introduction of a term proportional to S(S +1) which wouldimmediately separate terms according to their spins. If the term is positive then states of lowest spinwould lie lowest as indeed the case for many-electron quantum dots[5]. The complete dynamical groupMp(6n) has such a rich subgroup structure and its exploration has hardly begun. This is not surprising asthe understanding of the properties of non-compact groups has been a comparatively recent development.In recent years there has been considerable progress in the systematic calculation of the matrix elementsof non-compact group generators, a prequisite to undertaking detailed calculations[2,17].While our discussion has been throughout devoted to three-dimensional systems there is nodi�culty in increasing or decreasing the dimension of the system being considered.AcknowledgementsThis work has been assisted by Polish KBN Grant 18/p3/94/07. Much of the work reported herein wasdone while we were a guests of the Max Planck Astrophysik Instit�ut in Garching bei M�unchen. Part ofthis work forms the subject of a Master's thesis (KG).All calculations were done using the C-package SCHUR�
� B. G. Wybourne, SCHUR is an interactive C package for calculating properties of Lie groupsand symmetric functions. Distributed by: S. Christensen, P. O. Box 16175, Chapel Hill, NC 27516 USA.e-mail: steve@scm.vnet.net . A detailed description can be seen by WEB users athttp://scm.vnet.net/Christensen.html
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